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Purpose. Strabismic patients can perceptually suppress information from one eye to avoid double vision. However, evidence from prior studies shows that some parts of the visual field of the deviated eye are not suppressed. Our goal here was to investigate whether motion information available only to the deviated eye can be utilized by the oculomotor system to drive eye movements.

Methods. Binocular eye movements were acquired in two exotropic monkeys in a dichoptic viewing task in which the fixating eye viewed a stationary spot and the deviated eye viewed a 10° x 10° stationary patch that contained a drifting grating stimulus moving at 10°/s to the right or left for 20 seconds. Spatial location and contrast of the grating were systematically varied in subsequent trials. For each trial, mean slow-phase velocity of the optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) elicited by grating motion was calculated.

Results. We found that OKN responses can be elicited by a motion stimulus presented to the foveal region of the deviated eye. Optokinetic nystagmus magnitude varied depending on which eye was viewing the drifting grating and correlated well with fixation preference and fixation stability (indicators of amblyopia). The magnitude of OKN increased for increased relative contrast of the motion stimulus compared to the fixation spot.

Conclusions. Our results show that motion information available only to the deviated eye can drive optokinetic eye movements. We conclude that the brain has access to visual information from portions of the deviated eye (including the fovea) in strabismus that it can use to drive eye movements.
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Two to five percent of all children are affected by developmental strabismus, a disorder in which the normal development of binocular vision is disrupted and the eyes become permanently misaligned.1-5 The misalignment of the two eyes can cause diplopia (double vision) and visual confusion. In diplopia, an object is projected to the fovea of one eye as well as to the peripheral retina of the deviated eye, and visual confusion occurs due to the projection of different objects in the environment to the foveae of the two eyes.4 However, patients with developmental strabismus do not experience diplopia and visual confusion because of two adaptive mechanisms adopted by the brain: visual suppression and anomalous retinal correspondence.4-6 Visual suppression of the images from one eye (deviated eye) results in temporary blind fields in the retina, known as scotomas, that are present in binocular viewing conditions but not in monocular viewing conditions. It could be that the fovea of the deviated eye is suppressed to avoid visual confusion, and that portions of temporal hemiretina in exotropes and nasal hemiretina in esotropes are suppressed to prevent diplopia.1,6-8 However, Economides et al.9 mapped areas of visual suppression in exotropic human subjects by using a color discrimination task and found that the fovea and portions of the temporal retina immediately adjacent to the fovea in the deviated eye are not suppressed in exotropes. They also showed that visual confusion is avoided by anomalous retinal correspondence (ARC), in which the fovea of the viewing eye is paired with a noncorresponding location in the deviated eye.

Strabismic patients with relatively little amblyopia can switch the eye of fixation spontaneously depending on the location of the object they want to fixate, and this fixation-switch feature of strabismus is likely the result of visual suppression of portions of each eye’s retina.7,10-12 Studies from our lab have replicated fixation-switch behavior in a monkey model for strabismus, and analyzing the spatial patterns of fixation switch in strabismic monkeys has provided insight into how visual information from the two eyes is processed and converted into action in strabismus.13,14 Fundamentally our results supported the idea that fixation-switch behavior follows from suppression of a portion of temporal retina in exotropes and a portion of nasal retina in esotropes. However, the fovea and portions of the temporal retina immediately adjacent to the fovea (portions of the nasal retina adjacent to the fovea in esotropes) were apparently not suppressed because the animals switched fixation when the target appeared in these retinal locations, thereby in agreement with the suppression maps of Economides et al.9 A novel finding was that the transition zone between preference for right eye fixation and preference for left eye fixation was “fuzzy” in that the animals could choose either eye to fixate the target appearing at certain spatial locations, suggesting that visual suppression can be partial. Agaoglu and colleagues13 proposed a framework for fixation-switch behavior wherein the oculomotor system has
The overall motivation for the current study was to continue to investigate the nature of the visual information available to the brain from the two eyes that it can use to drive eye movements. Specifically, we asked whether motion information available only to the deviated eye could be used by the oculomotor system to drive eye movements. Similar to studies that employed dichoptically presented drifting gratings stimuli with motion in opposite directions to assess eye movement data were recorded from two juvenile rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) with an exotropic strabismus (age 5–6 years, weight 8–9 kg). Strabismus was induced by rearing the animals under special viewing conditions (optical prism viewing) for the first 4 months of their life. Prism strabismus or optical strabismus is based on the premise that the visual axes are separated due to prism viewing (noncorresponding binocular visual input) to an extent that sensory fusion cannot be achieved during development. Viewing through prisms for the first 3 months of life in a monkey can induce a permanent exotropia or exotropia. In the optical prism viewing procedure that we employed, infant monkeys viewed through a 20D base-down prism placed in front of one eye (left eye in one monkey [M1] and right eye in another monkey [M2]) and a 20D base-out prism placed in front of the other eye (right eye in M1 and left eye in M2). These horizontal and vertical Fresnel prisms were fitted in a lightweight helmet-like device that the animal wore for the first 4 months of life starting from 1 to 2 days after birth. Disruption of binocular vision due to prism viewing during this initial period leads to strabismus, as it is the critical period for development of eye alignment, stereopsis, and binocular sensitivity.

**Surgical Procedures**

After prism rearing, the monkeys grew normally (unrestricted vision) until ~4 years of age before starting the experiments. A head stabilization post was implanted by a sterile surgical procedure that was carried out under aseptic conditions using isoflurane anesthesia (1.25%–2.5%). In a second surgery, a scleral search coil was implanted in one eye using the technique of Judge and colleagues. Later, in another surgery, a second scleral search coil was implanted in the other eye. All procedures were performed in strict compliance with National Institutes of Health and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and the protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Houston.

**Eye Movement Measurements**

Binocular eye positions were measured using the magnetic search coil method (Primelec Industries, Regensburg, Switzerland). Calibration of the eye coil signal was achieved while rewarding the monkey with a small amount of juice when the animal looked at a bright fixation target on a dark background that was rear projected on a tangent screen 57 cm away from the animal. The fixation target was shown at several horizontal and vertical positions to adjust the gain and offset values required to map eye coil signals to gaze positions. Calibration of each eye was performed independently during monocular viewing. The animals had previously participated in other oculomotor projects in the lab and were therefore trained to fixate on small high-contrast targets for substantial periods of time prior to their participation in this study.

**Stimulus Presentation and Experimental Procedure**

Visual stimuli were generated using the BITS* visual stimulus generator (Cambridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK) and Psychtoolbox 3×2 operated under computer control and presented using a DepthQ projector running at 120-Hz frame rate (Lightspeed Design, Inc., Bellevue, WA, USA). In the main experimental paradigm, a dichoptic visual stimulus was presented to the strabismic animals. In each trial, one eye was presented with a 2° diameter red fixation spot at the center of the tangent screen (57 cm away from the monkey), and the other eye was presented with a green drifting grating at various locations on the screen (Fig. 1). The background was otherwise gray. For every trial, the eye that was viewing the red fixation spot was the fixating eye and the eye viewing the
grating was the deviated eye, and the monkey was rewarded for continuing to maintain fixation on the red fixation spot. Grating size was 10° × 10°, spatial frequency was 0.5 cyc/deg, and drift velocity was 10°/s rightward or leftward. The grating was presented at 21 gaze locations with respect to the fixing eye. **(A)** Data files located from −90° to 30° and 3 vertical locations from −10° to 10°. The total duration of each trial was 40 seconds. The drifting grating was shown in the first 20 seconds (the “ON” period) along with the fixation spot in each trial; however, only the fixation spot was presented during the last 20 seconds in each trial (the “OFF” period).

In order to present the dichoptic stimulus, the fixation spot and drifting grating were shown in a frame-sequential presentation to each eye in sync with liquid crystal display (LCD) goggles (Micron Technology, Boise, ID, USA) that the animal wore during the experiment. We determined empirically that the LCD goggles lowered the luminance of stimuli to 28% of the actual value when open and 0.7% of actual value when closed. Therefore to prevent the small amount of light leakage that was present when the goggles were closed, we additionally placed dichroic filters in front of red dichroic filters. Measurements showed 1.2% transmission of green light through the red filter and 0.9% transmission of red light through the green filter. Therefore with the combination of frame-sequential presentation and the dichroic filters, we are confident that the animals were indeed presented with a dichoptic stimulus (i.e., one eye views only the fixation spot and other eye views only the drifting grating). In order to additionally make sure that OKN responses were not elicited due to stimulus leakage through the LCD goggles, we ran a control condition in which the fellow eye, which would normally be presented a drifting grating, was physically patched with an opaque occluder, and no OKN response was elicited in this condition. In the presence of open LCD goggles and the red filter, the luminance of the fixation spot was 0.84 cd/m² through the green filter and 0.56 cd/m² through the red filter for all conditions except when the contrast ratio was 0.96. In that condition, the luminance of the background was 0.08 and 0.06 cd/m² through the green and red filters, respectively. In the presence of open LCD goggles and the green filter, the luminance of the dark stripes of the grating was the same as background while the luminance of the bright stripes varied from 2.2 to 15.9 cd/m².

In subsequent trials, we varied the contrast of the drifting grating, the drift direction, and the eye that was presented with the fixation spot. Seven different contrast ratios, defined as the ratio of Michelson contrast values of the fixation spot and the grating, were applied during the experiments (0.68, 0.71, 0.84, 0.96, 0.97, 1.18, 1.37). Therefore the entire experiment consisted of 588 trials (21 stimulus loci, 7 contrast ratios, either left or right eye viewing the red fixation spot, and two drift directions) for each monkey. In any particular block of trials, stimulus location was randomized but contrast ratio, eye direction, and drift direction were kept constant.

In order to examine any potential relationship between OKN response strength and possible relative unilateral amblyopia, we measured the fixation stability to use as an indicator of presence of amblyopia. Fixation stability was quantified by computing the bivariate contour ellipse area (BCEA) metric from the OFF section of data (i.e., only the red fixation spot is present on the screen). In addition to minimize the possibility of increased instability due to any charging up of the optokinetic system due to the previous motion stimulus, we included only data files corresponding to the lowest contrast ratio. Therefore we were able to analyze fixation data from 21 experimental conditions, each of which included 20 seconds of data. Saccades, blinks, and any other sections of data during which the monkey was not on target were removed for the analysis.

We were also able to train one of the monkeys (M1) in a psychophysical task to measure a monocular contrast sensitivity function for each eye. The animal was first trained to discriminate between two drifting orientations. Each training trial began with central fixation followed by a 1-second presentation of a central 8° Gabor pattern (1 cyc/deg; 100% contrast) oriented at 45° clockwise (+) or counterclockwise (−). In the response phase, the animal was required to make a saccade in <300 ms to one of the response targets located on the left and right side of central fixation depending on grating orientation (e.g., rightward saccade for +45° and leftward saccade for −45°). Once the animal was trained (>95% correct for training parameters), grating contrast and spatial frequency was modulated in an adaptive 1-up-1-down staircase paradigm to identify contrast sensitivity thresholds for each spatial frequency. Within a block of trials, several staircases for each spatial frequency were interleaved. Multiple staircases were averaged to obtain contrast sensitivity (1/threshold contrast) at each spatial frequency.

**Data Analysis**

Analysis was performed using custom programs developed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). For each trial, the magnitude of OKN slow-phase velocity elicited by the drifting grating was analyzed and the mean slow-phase velocity was calculated. The strabismic monkeys showed latent/manifest latent nystagmus (fusion maldevelopment nystagmus) during monocular or binocular viewing with both horizontal and vertical components as do most humans and monkeys who have disrupted binocular fusion in the first months of life. The horizontal components of the nystagmus are problematic because they potentially interfere with the analysis of the OKN response. Therefore, to eliminate the effect of the inherent horizontal latent nystagmus, we used a form of common-mode rejection wherein for any particular combination of fixating eye, grating location, and contrast ratio, we subtracted OKN responses obtained when the grating drifted leftward from those obtained when the grating drifted rightward. This analytical method effectively isolates the OKN response to the drifting grating because the inherent nystagmus is always in one direction (since fixating eye, grating location, and contrast ratio are fixed) but the OKN responses depend on the grating drift direction. Although we obtained eye traces from both eyes, we considered only the data from the eye viewing the red fixation spot because eye traces of the fixating eye were more robust (fewer drifts) compared to those of the deviated eye in the strabismic monkeys.

**Results**

Figure 2 illustrates eye misalignment as assessed during horizontal or vertical smooth pursuit with either the left eye viewing (left column) or right eye viewing (middle column) from monkey M1 (top row) and monkey M2 (bottom row). Both animals showed exotropia, as indicated by the abducted position of the left eye (blue trace) during right eye viewing and the abducted position of the right eye (red trace) during left eye viewing. Each animal also had a smaller vertical hypotropia/hypertropia depending on the fixating eye. The horizontal strabismus angles are different depending on which eye is viewing the target (dissociated horizontal deviation), and this strabismus property proved to be fruitful in our experiment as it served as a marker to identify the fixating eye (i.e., eye viewing the spot target) at any specific time.
instant. One point to be noted is that the strabismus angle remains more or less constant over the range of horizontal eye positions (rightmost column in Fig. 2). Therefore the change in strabismus angle between right and left eye viewing conditions occurs only upon fixation switch and not due to eccentric fixation.

OKN Responses Elicited by Stimulating the Fovea of the Deviated Eye

A major finding in both monkeys was that OKN responses were elicited when the drifting grating was presented within a region that included the fovea of the deviated eye. Figure 3 shows examples of a robust OKN response from each monkey (top row: M1; bottom row: M2) when the grating was presented (ON periods) to the deviated eye. The left column shows the eye traces when the left eye was fixating; that is, the left eye is viewing the red fixation dot, and the right eye is presented with the green drifting grating. The right column shows the eye position traces when the monkeys were fixating the red fixation spot with right eye. In each case, the grating was presented around the fovea of the deviated eye. In these sample plots, grating drift direction was rightward for M1 and leftward for M2. Grating stimulus onset is depicted by the first vertical black line at the 0-second mark. The grating stimulus was ON for the first 20 seconds and OFF for the last 20 seconds. The grating stimulus offset is depicted by the second vertical black line at the 20-second mark. Significant OKN responses were observed during both right eye and left eye viewing of the drifting grating during the stimulus ON times.
nystagmus varied depending on which eye was viewing. We suggest that the nystagmus observed during the OFF intervals was latent nystagmus and not optokinetic after-nystagmus because the duration of grating stimulation was short (only 20 seconds) and also the red fixation spot was still present in the OFF interval. Comparison of the nystagmus during the ON (first 20 seconds of a trial) and OFF (last 20 seconds of a trial) intervals reveals that the sawtooth pattern in the ON epoch was not just due to the latent nystagmus of the monkeys but an actual OKN response. Note also that the OKN responses were more robust when the direction of the horizontal component coincided with the direction of the latent nystagmus slow phase (top left and bottom right), representing the nasotemporal asymmetry often observed in developmental strabismus.43,44

It is reasonable to question whether the elicited OKN was simply because the animal switched fixation from the red fixation spot to the green drifting grating. We are convinced that the animal did not switch fixation and that the OKN was in fact elicited by presenting the motion stimulus to the strabismic eye, for two reasons. The first reason is that the angle of strabismus remained the same for the duration of the grating presentation. As shown in Figure 2, a switch in fixation is accompanied by a significant change in strabismus angle, and so if the animal were to switch fixation to directly view the eccentric grating stimulus, we would have observed an accompanying change in strabismus angle. The second reason is that when the animal directly viewed the drifting grating

\[\text{FIGURE 4.} \quad \text{Control data from monkey M2 showing a trial in which the animal viewed the fixation spot with his right eye and the drifting grating was presented to the left eye. The figure shows that OKN responses and strabismus angle vary depending on whether the drifting grating is viewed via the deviated eye (unshaded region: fixing right eye position directed at 0°) or the animal switches fixation to the left eye and directly view the drifting grating stimulus (yellow shaded regions: right eye moves away from 0° leading to an increase in strabismus angle). Therefore outside the yellow shaded regions, the monkey is fixating the red spot with its right eye, whereas inside the shaded regions the animal fixates the grating with the left eye.}\]

\[\text{FIGURE 5.} \quad \text{Magnitude of OKN slow-phase velocity in monkey M1 as a function of spatial location of drifting grating and relative contrast of fixation spot compared to the drifting stimulus. The x-axes represent horizontal grating center locations and y-axes represent vertical grating center locations. Left and right columns show the OKN magnitudes when monkey is fixating the stationary spot with left and right eyes, respectively. In each case, the position of the fixating eye, depicted by plus signs, is located at 0° because the monkey is fixating a straight-ahead stationary spot. The color bar scale represents slow-phase velocity (°/s), with warmer colors indicating higher velocity. From the top to the bottom, contrast ratio (fixation/grating contrasts) increases from 0.68 to 1.37. We observed measurable OKN responses when the drifting stimulus was around the fovea of the deviated eye. There is a decrease in OKN amplitude with increasing contrast ratio. Please note that the OKN response (color) scales are different in left and right columns.}\]
(i.e., drifting grating presented to the fixating eye), the OKN response was significantly more robust than the OKN response elicited when the grating stimulus was presented to the deviated eye. Figure 4 shows an example of a single continuous section of data from monkey M2 illustrating both of these points. In this trial, the red fixation spot was presented to the right eye, and a leftward drifting grating (drift velocity of 10°/s; spatial location left 20°) was presented to the left eye. Although OKN responses are observed throughout the trial, two differences are noted between the shaded regions (marked in yellow) and the unshaded regions. In the unshaded regions, the right eye position (~0°) is appropriate for fixating on the red fixation spot, and the left eye position is appropriate for viewing the drifting grating. In the shaded regions, however, while the left eye positions remain on the drifting grating, the right eye position moves away from the red fixation spot—indicating that a switch in fixation occurred, resulting in the left eye directly viewing the grating. This movement also results in an increase in strabismus angle. The second difference between the shaded and unshaded regions is with regard to the “quality” of the OKN. As can be seen in Figure 4, the OKN response in the shaded regions is significantly more robust than in the unshaded regions. Quantitative analysis of OKN slow phases in the shaded and unshaded regions is with regard to the “quality” of the OKN. As can be seen in Figure 4, the OKN response in the shaded regions is significantly more robust than in the unshaded regions. Quantitative analysis of OKN slow phases in the shaded and unshaded regions of Figure 4 showed increased OKN frequency and decreased variability in slow-phase velocities in the shaded (direct viewing) region compared to the unshaded (deviated eye viewing) region (unshaded region left eye OKN frequency = 1.16 Hz, slow-phase velocity = -6.0 ± 2.0°/s; shaded region left eye OKN frequency = 1.90 Hz, slow-phase velocity = -6.5 ± 1.1°/s; difference in variability of slow-phase velocities statistically significant, F-test, F(17,10) = 3.5058; P = 0.03). Therefore observations of the strabismus angle, position of the eyes, and the OKN characteristics together allowed us to identify data where the animal was viewing the fixation spot and the drifting grating was being presented to the deviated eye; and all further analysis of OKN properties was focused only on these sections (i.e., corresponding to the unshaded regions in Fig. 4).

Effect of Varying Contrast and Stimulus Location on OKN Response

In our experiments, we also examined whether varying the contrast of the grating with respect to the fixation spot or varying the stimulus location with respect to the fovea of the fixating or deviated eyes would influence the OKN slow-phase velocity. Figures 5 and 6 summarize these results for the two animals. The left column shows spatial OKN response slow-phase velocities when the monkey was fixating with the left eye, and the right column shows spatial OKN response slow-phase velocities when the monkey was fixating with the right eye. The x-axis represents the horizontal position of the grating center, and the y-axis represents the vertical position of the grating center. From top to the bottom, the contrast ratio, defined as the ratio of Michelson contrasts of the fixation and drifting grating stimuli, increases (contrast ratio values tested: 0.68, 0.71, 0.84, 0.96, 0.97, 1.18, 1.37). In other words, the saliency of the drifting grating decreases from top to bottom. The color scale bar on the right illustrates the magnitude of OKN slow-phase velocity, with the red color representing the highest OKN slow-phase velocities and the cooler colors representing lower OKN velocities. Note that the OKN response scales are different for different monkeys and different eye fixating conditions. The grating stimulus was presented at discrete horizontal and vertical locations as

![Figure 6](https://iovs.arvojournals.org/pdfaccess.ashx?url=/data/journals/iovs/934564/ on 08/08/2018)
described in Methods, and we used cubic interpolation to generate the spatial maps of Figures 5 and 6. The highest OKN amplitudes are observed when the motion stimulus is on/around the fovea of the deviated eye. Therefore, the peak OKN response occurs at different distances from the center for right and left eye viewing conditions (different strabismus angles for right and left eye viewing conditions). Not much OKN is elicited when the grating is presented away from the fovea of the deviated eye.

In M2, strabismus angle when viewing with the left eye is \( \sim 30^\circ \), and so the peak OKN response appears at the far right edge of the plot. However, since the grating is 10° in width, it is likely that the motion stimulus is indeed on or very close to the fovea of the deviated eye. Unfortunately, due to limitations in the angular subtense of our projection setup, we were unable to present the motion stimulus at further eccentric locations in the nasal retina of the deviated right eye of M2 as was possible for the other three conditions. Another observation from Figures 5 and 6 is a decrease in OKN slow-phase velocity with increasing contrast ratio for both left and right eye viewing conditions in both monkeys. However, a deviation from this general observation is that we also observed OKN responses in a secondary region that corresponds to the fovea of the fixating eye in some cases. We suspect that this observation is due to ARC (discussed further later).

In order to quantify the OKN responses as a function of contrast ratio, we took the largest OKN magnitudes from the primary region of response (i.e., region on/around the fovea of the deviated eye) and correlated this value with the contrast ratio. Figure 7 shows these data for each of the four conditions along with an exponential fit, and in each case, we found excellent \( R^2 \) values (M1, left eye fixating: 0.82; right eye fixating: 0.86; M2, left eye fixating: 0.94; right eye fixating: 0.83).

Finally, we also performed a control experiment wherein we evaluated the magnitude of the OKN when each eye directly viewed the same drifting stimulus as used at the lowest contrast ratio (M1, right eye, 7/s; left eye: 4/s; M2, right eye: 4/s; left eye: 8/s). In each case this value was significantly greater than the magnitude of OKN when the drifting stimulus was presented to the fovea of the deviated eye (Fig. 7), additionally proving that the motion information is indeed being processed via the deviated eye and that partial interocular suppression is present.

### Correlation Between amplitude of elicited OKN and amblyopia

As we found that the OKN magnitude was different for right eye and left eye viewing of the drifting grating for each monkey (Fig. 7), we wondered whether this was influenced by the presence of an unilateral amblyopia. For example, in M1, a relative amblyopia in the left eye could have resulted in reduced OKN velocity when the left eye viewed the drifting stimulus compared to when the right eye viewed the identical
drifting stimulus. The presence of relative amblyopia was verified in two ways.

In M1, we were able to directly measure a monocular contrast sensitivity function for the two eyes using a psychophysical testing method (see Methods). Figure 8 shows the monocular contrast sensitivity function for monkey M1 and shows that indeed his left eye is relatively amblyopic compared to his right eye. Unfortunately, attempts to train M2 on the contrast sensitivity task were unsuccessful. Therefore a direct measure of the presence and depth of amblyopia in M2 could not be made.

However, another, admittedly indirect, way to assess presence of amblyopia is to examine fixation instability.33-35 In the current study, we assessed fixation stability by calculating the BICEA metric (see Methods). In M1, the mean BICEA was 0.56 deg² during right eye viewing and 5.14 deg² during left eye viewing. In M2, mean BICEA was 5.60 deg² during right eye viewing and 2.95 deg² during left eye viewing. This suggests that in M1 the left eye is relatively amblyopic (agreeing with the contrast sensitivity function results of Fig. 8) and in M2 the right eye is relatively amblyopic. Accordingly, for both the monkeys, the magnitude of elicited OKN was less when the suspected amblyopic eye was viewing the drifting stimulus.

DISCUSSION

Our overall goal with this line of research is to investigate whether the brain has access to visual information from the deviated eye in strabismus that it can use to drive eye movements. In this particular study, we investigated whether motion information available only to the deviated eye is read by the oculomotor system and used to drive optokinetic eye movements. Our main finding was that OKN responses could be elicited by a motion stimulus presented in the foveal region of the deviated eye. Further, the magnitude of the OKN depended on the relative contrast of the motion stimulus compared to the fixation spot and also depended on which eye was presented with the motion stimulus. Below we discuss each of our findings in greater detail.

OKN Driven Through the Deviated Eye

A principal finding was that a drifting grating motion stimulus applied to the fovea of the deviated eye was able to drive OKN in both eyes. Our methodological controls (use of frame sequential display and red-green filters) and our experimental and analytical controls (Fig. 2 inomitance plots and Fig. 4) are sufficient, in our view, to prove that the OKN is indeed driven from the visual motion information to the deviated eye.

Our finding supports the finding of Economides and colleagues9,15 that the fovea of the deviated eye is in fact not fully suppressed. Maps of suppression scotomas in human exotropes and also the spatial patterns of fixation switch in exotropic monkeys13,14 further suggested that the nasal retina of the deviated eye, and also portions of the temporal retina immediately adjacent to the fovea of the deviated eye, were not suppressed. So one prediction for the current study might have been that OKN responses will be elicited when the drifting stimulus is placed in any location within the aforementioned regions that are not fully suppressed. We propose that the reason we obtained OKN response only in a limited region involving the fovea of the deviated eye is likely related to properties of OKN rather than properties of visual suppression.15 Although generally OKN stimuli occupy the whole visual field, it is known that stimulating the fovea and the surrounding 10° is almost as effective as a full-field stimulus. On the other hand, stimulating only the periphery (i.e., no stimulus in central 10°) results in a weak or absent OKN response.46-48 Further, as shown by Cynader and Harris49 in strabismic cats, responsiveness to full-field OKN stimuli might be overall depressed in strabismus even during binocular viewing. We suggest therefore that when the drifting grating was placed in locations that were eccentric to the fovea of the deviated eye, the weak motion stimulus was insufficient to overcome the partial interocular suppression imposed by the fixing eye. Therefore the inability to drive OKN due to stimuli presented in the nasal/temporal retinal regions outside of the fovea of the deviated eye should not be interpreted as the presence of complete visual suppression in those regions. One noteworthy point is that although the fovea of the deviated eye is visually active, it is still under the influence of partial interocular suppression because the OKN magnitudes when stimulating the deviated eye were significantly less than when stimulating the fixing eye.

Fries and colleagues22 also used drifting gratings in a dichoptic presentation and OKN responses to investigate perceptual selection and suppression in surgically strabismic cats. In their study, the strabismic cats dichoptically viewed full-field gratings that drifted in opposite directions in each eye. The strabismic cats showed OKN, the direction of which could be manipulated by viewing the grating displayed to one or the other eye. Our fundamental finding of driving OKN via information available to only the deviated eye is therefore consistent with these results. However, one important difference in our study is that we applied the grating stimulus to only one specific portion of the visual field of the deviated eye and therefore were able to show that the fovea of the deviated eye was not completely suppressed.

Also generally consistent with the findings of Fries and colleagues22 is our finding that OKN magnitude was different for right eye and left eye viewing of the drifting grating for each monkey (Fig. 7). Interocular differences in visual sensitivity measured in a variety of ways have been considered as indicators of amblyopia.6,9-14,21,50-55 To address the interocular difference within the context of our OKN results, we measured contrast sensitivity of each eye in M1 and also fixation stability (BICEA) in both monkeys to assess the presence of amblyopia. At least in our small sample, we found that interocular OKN magnitude differences for the deviated eyes could be due to a relative ambylopia of one of the eyes. However, Fries and colleagues did not find a consistent relationship between amblyopia measured using a behavioral method and the interocular difference measured in their version of the OKN paradigm; and data from some other studies suggest that the relationship between amblyopia and an overall reduction of OKN gain may not be consistent.56-58 Regardless of the presence of relative amblyopia, the fundamental finding of this study is that with either eye viewing, an OKN response was always elicited when the fovea of the deviated eye was stimulated.

We found that reducing the relative contrast of the motion stimulus (presented to the deviated eye) with respect to the fixation spot (shown to the viewing eye) results in an exponential decrease in OKN slow-phase velocity (Fig. 7). This is perhaps to be expected because OKN scales with contrast.39,60 Further, a lower-strength motion stimulus to the deviated eye likely cannot overcome any partial interocular suppression applied by the fixing eye.61 Therefore, our results are consistent with the view that interocular suppression is not absolute but rather relative and stimulus dependent.
OKN and Perception

It is reasonable to ask what the monkey is actually seeing in our experiments. Although we do not have a direct readout of the perceptual state of the animal (perhaps better approachable in human studies by adding a perceptual component along with the OKN analysis), we can make some inferences. There are two possibilities. One is that the animal is not “perceiving” the motion stimulus. In this case, only the oculomotor system has access to retinal information from both eyes and can therefore drive OKN via information from the deviated eye. This would also imply that visual suppression acts independent of oculomotor mechanisms to eliminate perception of the motion stimulus. However, OKN has been shown to strongly correlate with perception in normal cats,16,17 normal monkeys,20 and normal humans.19,62 This tight relationship allowed the use of OKN as an indicator of perceptual state in studies that investigated eye dominance, depth of suppression in rivalry situations, and their neural correlates.

The second possibility is that there is some sort of binocular combination wherein visual information from both eyes is being combined to drive both perception and eye movements. Although it was once believed that strabismic amblyopes were essentially monocular (i.e., no binocular combination possible), there is now mounting evidence supporting binocular combination even in strabismic amblyopia and in strabismus without amblyopia.61,65 Goodman and colleagues61 used a dichoptic viewing task in two patients with alternating strabismus to show that ability to perceive coherent motion was affected by the amount of signal or noise presented to the nonfixing eye compared to the fixing eye. They further showed that varying the contrast of the stimulus presented to the nonfixing eye could influence the thresholds to perceive coherent motion, which fits in nicely with our finding of OKN magnitudes scaling with contrast.

A curious finding was that we observed OKN responses in a secondary region corresponding to the fovea of the fixating eye at certain contrast levels. This was prominent in M1 (Fig. 5, right eye fixating, rows 4 and 5) but also present in M2 (Fig. 6, left eye fixating, row 5). One possibility is that this unusual OKN response is a manifestation of ARC; that is, the extrafoveal region of the deviated eye corresponding to the fovea of the fixating eye is driven by the presence of the drifting grating.5 It is not clear why this unusual response would manifest only at certain contrast levels. Also note that, in each case, this unusual OKN response was present when the amblyopic eye was viewing the drifting stimulus, although the significance of this observation is also not clear.
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